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The Bank Royal Commission Knows That We Know ....
Summary:
CBA survivor, warrior and BRN friend Rory O'Brien makes the case ....... for some inexplicable reason
the Royal Commission is covering up the CBA / Bankwest heist. BRN says that respect is earned.
Judges and politicians do not deserves any respect (or votes) if they protect criminals in the finance
sector. The RC and now QC Rowena Orr have been told .... they remain on the hook .... and will
remain so until a proper investigation is completed. Read this powerful letter sent to Rowena Orr QC.
The RC must be made longer & stronger. Hayne's February report can be considered an interim
report. The final report can wait until two or three independent commissioners conclude a more
comprehensive and powerful investigation in one to two years. Sign our petition and we will give it to
the Governor General and PM.
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A Bank Warrior Lets The Royal Commission Know ... It's Not Good Enough
Rory O'Brien makes sure that the Royal Commission knows the truth about the CBA / Bankwest
scandal in this letter to Rowena Orr QC. Good people had their businesses and lives decimated by
bank treachery and greed. We need good people to help get justice .... and we will continue to look
for good people to help us do the job.
_______________________________________________
Ms Rowena Orr,
QC Senior Counsel
Assisting Royal Commission into Misconduct in the Banking,
Superannuation and Financial Services Industry
Dear Ms Orr,
Re: Royal Commission into Misconduct in the Banking, Superannuation and Financial Services
Industry
We have very serious concerns about how some aspects of this Commission have been handled by
the Commissioner and, in some cases, Counsel Assisting.
Of particular concern we note the following:
1. Your findings and recommendations in respect of the conduct exhibited in the ANZ takeover of
Landmark stand in stark contrast to the findings of Mr Hodge under the almost identical scenario of
the CBA takeover of Bankwest. This is inexplicable.
2. To our knowledge, Mr Hodge reached his erroneous conclusions:

Without engaging directly with any meaningful cross-section of the Bankwest victims;
Without the assistance of independent banking experts to advise on the CBA’s true
motivation and machinations;
Behind "closed doors" with apparently no interaction with the relevant parties including the
Ombudsman, Kate Carnell, who had already reviewed the matter in considerable detail and
exposed unconscionable conduct.
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Commissioner Hayne has suggested the circumstances were different. How so? This is quite
obviously incorrect and studiously ignores its homogeneous nature and clear and compelling
parallels not to mention CBA’s established patterns and propensity for appalling conduct as exposed
elsewhere by the Commission. 3. Several critical and significant errors of fact in relation to the
CBA/Bankwest issue have been made in the Commission’s Interim Report. These errors have been
drawn to the attention of the Commissioner, including supporting evidence, yet the Commissioner
has refused to review these matters, let alone correct the errors. Frankly this is quite extraordinary.
The Commissioner is formally on notice re these matters. (Refer my letters of 24 October 2018 and 4
December 2018 which are attached, and my previous emails and letters to the Commission.)
In particular, the Commission erred:

In asserting my loan expired in November 2008 and as such I was "in default". This is wrong
as my loan did not expire until 28 February 2009 (many other extremely pertinent details
were also overlooked).
Stating that CBA could not reduce the price paid for Bankwest through the deduction of
impaired loans. This is clearly wrong. In my case the evidence provided to the Commission
confirms CBA’s failed attempt to achieve a $47m impairment claim to reduce the price of
Bankwest. This is a matter of indisputable record.
Ignoring the $1.6 billion “up front” discount applied to the Bankwest loan book and its very
serious implications as to how CBA treated the matter and, in particular, the "inherited"
Bankwest customers. Again, this is where senior, independent, specialist banking advice was
sorely lacking.
Quite obviously the Commission’s findings extrapolated from and/or based upon these factual errors
are simply wrong. It also raises the question: what other errors have been made and will this bring
the entire report into disrepute?
In essence, the Commission's “inquiry” into the treatment of Bankwest customers by CBA post takeover has not been completed properly. Independent, expert, banking advice has not been obtained,
fundamental errors of fact have been made, seriously impacting findings, but were not corrected,
and the additional time and resources offered by the Government to complete the inquiry thoroughly
have been inexplicably rejected by the Commissioner. All this has occurred despite revelations that
CBA is the standout "Gold Medal" performer when it comes to appalling conduct towards customers,
right across CBA’s business activities. Surely this speaks volumes? We now share these very
serious concerns with you in your capacity as Senior Counsel Assisting and put you on notice that
you are now formally informed, and action needs to be taken prior to release of the Final Report.
We intend to take the handling of this matter to the highest Government authority.
Yours sincerely,
Rory F O’Brien
Attachments (see below for the complete communication to Rowena Orr QC) including:
Letter to Simon Daley 24 Oct 2018
Letter to Commissioner Hayne 4 Dec 2018
____________________________________________________
BRN Comments
There you have it - Rory O'Brien - bank warrior and victim of CBA - has spelt it out as clearly as
possible. If the Royal Commission is not a sham we expect CBA to be properly investigated. Justice
must be done and seen to be done. Let's face it - politicians, judges, lawyers, regulators are now at
high risk of falling into .... disrepute ....... make that falling further ....
When institution are no longer respected the people will begin looking for new institutions.
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SIGN the PETITION TODAY - We will give it to the Governor General and PM - we must extend the
Royal Commission.
Also below - Rory's letter to Kate Carnell regarding proper compensation for bank victims
- BRN's review of the Orr take down of CBA at RC and other issues of import - The Orr
approach is needed for Bankwest
What else can you do?
Sign up to this website and subscribe to our newsletter we need the numbers to have a real
impact at Election 2019. All candidates must be encouraged to support good policy ... and the will
of the people >> Register Here
Like & Follow our Facebook Page >> BRN on Facebook. No-one can rely on F.book as all social
media is being manipulated but it is still useful. When the crunch comes we will need to email you
important updates. That's why we urge you to join our website too.
Additional Attachment below - O'Brien Review of Hayne Royal Commission - March 2019
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